
6/20/93 Robert Groden 
212 Emily Lane 
Boothwyn, PA 19061 

Dear 4Lobert, 

With a speical fathers—day greeting to our godson in particular but to them all. 
4/PhIfJ:- 	kt  I have two 4rposes in writing. One is to learn all you can let me know about the 

suit you settled vs Livingstone and C & G and the other is to obtain as clear a print as 
possible of the back of JFK's head. The best source I rocall is in the nine frames of the 
Z film the Ent:I:lesion did not include in those it published and the Archives then aided to 
the tray aftdr I xi exposed that. 

Someone told me that Harry did not help himself on deposition. If that was transcribed 
it should be part of the case rocord and thus, absent special arrangements, not confidential. 

Until he got involved with the publishing of what I regard as his High Trash 3 he was 
menacing and making a real nuisance of himself. Not by any means only to me. But to me. 

The possible future use I may make of the view of the back of JFK's head about which 
I prefer saying nothing now will be, I think, also in your interest. As I remember the Z 
frames, when JFK turns toward Jackie the back of his head, the 	tap of his snint collar and 
the top or his jacket are quite clear. It is that view in which I am interested. 

I've been told that the last showing on PBS was as clear a version as there is. I've 
been trying to find someone who has that and the means 6f printing from it.But of those I 
know who may have taped that show, I've found none with the means of Printing from it. 

This morning I was reminded that prints can also be made as for decades they have Hob 
been fnom the film! 

Whatever its source, I'd like a print showing what I describe above with some enlarge-
ment to make what I describe as large as possible and perhaps omitting the rest of what 
that flame holds. If this can also be done with other films like perhaps Nix that I've 
not looked at in so long, a supporting Print from it or them might be useful. I doubt if 
any is clearer than Z's. If so I'll appreciate a couple of extra prints. 811:1“;  

Let me know the cost and I'll remit. 

Thanks and bdst to all, 


